Litigate Like You Mean It™
Dominate in depositions
through realtime
collaboration &
AI-driven transcripts

Armatus™ is a cloud-based software platform
that combines realtime transcription, auto-search
capabilities, and remote collaboration in one interface.
It enables litigators to master the deposition lifecycle,
from witness preparation to the deposition itself to
post-deposition analysis. Armatus helps you take
down — or defend and rehabilitate — your witness.
The patent-pending solution marries AI-driven
speech-to-text transcription with eDiscovery search
technologies to identify documents related to
what your witness is saying, while they’re saying it.
Armatus also uses collaboration tools that allow your
colleagues to remotely (and silently) participate in
depositions, sharing their knowledge and expertise
with the deposing attorney in real time.

Dominate In Depositions
Prep and defend your witnesses or
take down opposing witnesses

Leverage eDiscovery
data by finding the
most relevant facts
instantly

Reduce the cost of
litigation with a faster
and more favorable
resolution

Armatus uses the most accurate speech-to-text
technology on the market to capture deponent
testimony in real time. This speech recognition is
the product of advanced neural network models and
millions of hours of training data. Armatus then links
that testimony to the entire universe of discovery
documents in your case. What’s more, the deposing
attorney can collaborate seamlessly with their
colleagues, whether in the same room or across the
country.
As a witness speaks, you just need to highlight content
in that transcript. Armatus automatically launches a
search for the documents or other files that are most
closely related to what your witness is saying.

Leverage
eDiscovery Production
Quickly find files relevant
to live testimony

Accelerate Resolution
Reduce the cost of litigation
and reach a faster and more
favorable resolution

How It Works
Use Armatus to prepare for, take, and defend depositions,
and to conduct post-deposition analysis. Attorney
questions and witness testimony are captured via
inconspicuous microphone. Armatus instantly converts
audio into text and displays the realtime transcript to all
participants. Individuals with access rights can highlight
any transcript content, also in real time, to trigger a search.
Not every attorney takes a deposition in the same way. If
you’re operating solo, with no backup, Armatus allows you
to quickly search for and identify related documents.
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For larger deposition teams, Armatus enables independent
searches by each person and seamless collaboration
among them, whether they’re sitting next to you during the
deposition or located elsewhere.
With respect to protective orders and cybersecurity
protocols, each participant can even connect to and
search a different set of eDiscovery documents. Armatus’
customizable dictionary enhances the accuracy of the AI’s
transcription by letting you add matter-specific terms prior
to a deposition.
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As people speak, Armatus captures questions and answers in real time. The deposing attorney and users who
have access rights can search. As they highlight content on the left, Armatus instantly searches a connected
remote eDiscovery database. Unique search results, ranked by relevancy, instantly appear on the right, with
snippets and highlighted search terms.

Clicking on a search result calls up the document viewer with your search terms highlighted. Armatus also
allows remote counsel and experts to chat via text in real time without letting the opposition know.

Leverage Your Entire Litigation
Team, Live
Your remote counsel and your experts do not require any
experience in using eDiscovery software or Armatus. Builtin collaboration features enable remote team members to
listen to the live deposition, read the realtime transcript,
share documents, and communicate with each other during
the deposition, essentially “crowdsourcing” depositions.
Remote team members — litigation counsel, retained
experts, or in-house counsel — can quickly and easily
identify key documents and craft questions that they can
unobtrusively send to the questioning attorney to box in or
impeach a witness, or rehabilitate one of your own.
This helps you determine whether a deponent is lying,
contradicting themselves or others, or omitting key
information. Then you can tailor questions to elicit
testimony favorable for your case — or devastating to
your opponent’s.

Master the Deposition Lifecycle
Leverage Armatus in all phases of the deposition
lifecycle to drive better and faster resolutions. Use it
to better prepare witnesses and reduce their stress
before they testify in depositions or at trial. Download

“

a rough transcript of witness prep sessions in minutes.
Witnesses can reference them to recall points raised
by counsel. Litigation teams can search them to find
additional documents to support or contradict points
made. For companies with a high volume of litigation,
ensure corporate 30(b)(6) testimony is consistent
across cases by searching across prior deposition
transcripts loaded into a database linked to Armatus.
Attorneys frequently pay a premium for transcription
because they need it the next day. With Armatus,
circulate a rough transcript to your team within minutes.
Highlight content in a concluded deposition and let
Armatus find additional documents for your next
deposition.

About Cloud Court, Inc.
Cloud Court is a LegalTech company formed by litigation
professionals. Our mission is to leverage modern
technology to help litigation teams reach their legal goals
faster. We help our clients win difficult cases as well as
cases that could go either way. We also help our clients
win the cases that they should win, only earlier and on
better terms. Our primary focus is testimony, with a
strong emphasis on deposition testimony. Learn more at
cloudcourtinc.com.

Ultimate excellence lies not in winning every battle, but in breaking the
enemy’s resistance without fighting.
Sun-Tzu, The Art of War
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